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Vegetarian lunch, picnic, and appetizer recipes from the legendary Buddhist monastery. “These

are delectable dishes worthy of a feast!” —Menupause Tassajara Zen Mountain Center, set

deep in California’s Ventana Wilderness, is famous for its healthy gourmet vegetarian cuisine.

Guests are known to rave about one particular Tassajara tradition: the bag lunch. Tassajara

Cookbook shares these never-before-published recipes for savory sandwich spreads, pâtés

and loaves, egg and tofu sandwich fillings, salads, chutneys, sauces, marinades, and butters,

as well as recipes for baked goods and sweet treats. “And this is now my most favorite

cookbook! It is full of gorgeous spreads, amazing tofu recipes, delicious vegan cookies and

salad ideas.” —Mette the Homeopath “The cookies are all of that slightly healthy, hippy ilk, but

in a good way. These cookies are perhaps too good for a meditation retreat: I would probably

spend more time obsessing which cookies they were putting in my bag lunch, than meditating

into a Zen state of detachment . . . but hey, maybe that’s just me.” —The Back Yard Lemon Tree

From the Inside FlapTASSAJARA COOKBOOKThe Tassajara Zen Mountain Center, a

legendary Buddhist monastery set deep in California's Ventana Wilderness, is famous for its

healthy gourmet vegetarian cuisine. Guests rave about one particular Tassajara tradition: the

bag lunch. Now Tassajara Cookbook: Lunches, Picnics & Appetizers shares these never-before-

published recipes for savory spreads, pâtés and loaves, sandwich fillings, granolas, salads,

chutneys, sauces, and marinades, as well as baked goods and sweet treats.A valuable

resource for picnics, snacks, appetizers and small plates, Tassajara Cookbook is filled with

recipes that can be prepared in advance for parties or camping and traveling. The Tassajara

Cookbook is perfect for vegans and vegetarians on the go, or anyone who wants to add

healthy, tasty snacks to his or her diet.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Back CoverSavor these legendary lunch, picnic and appetizer recipes from

the Tassajara Zen Mountain Center’s famous Bag Lunch menu.--This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorFor the past twenty-five years, Karla

Oliveira's passionate interest in the culinary arts combined with her nutritional knowledge and

professional chef skills lead her to open her own business.Patrick Tregenza operates a thriving

commerical photography studio in downtown Monterey.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.“When

you cook, you are not just working on food, you are working on yourself, you are working on

others.”  �Shunryu Suzuki RoshiOrange-Pecan Cream CheeseOrange zest and orange juice add

just a touch of sweetness to this delicious spread. Try it on toasted bagels for breakfast.1/2 cup

pecans8 ounces cream cheese, softenedjuice of 1 large orange1 1/2 tablespoons grated

orange peelToast and chop the pecans. Blend remaining ingredients with a food processor or

by hand; stir in pecans. Cover and chill until ready to serve.Makes 1 1/2 cupsVariation: This

recipe can also be whipped until it’s light and frothy and served as a dip with fresh fruit.Olive-

Herb Cream CheeseOlives and fresh herbs make a wonderful, earthy spread. Use it with

roasted vegetables or crisp crackers.8 ounces cream cheese, softened2 tablespoons fresh

herbs, chopped1/4 teaspoon salt1/2 cup olives, niçoise or other black olive, pittedBlend cream

cheese, herbs, salt, and olives with a food processor or by hand; cover and chill until ready to

serve.Makes 1 1/2 cups --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Read more
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TASSAJARACOOKBOOK“When you cook,you are not just working on food,you are working on

yourself,you are working on others.”—SHUNRYU SUZUKI

ROSHITASSAJARACOOKBOOKlunches, picnics & appetizersKarla Oliveira, M.S.,

R.D.Photographs byPatrick Tregenza and Renshin Judy BunceFirst Edition11 10 09 08 5 4 3

2Text © 2007 Karla Oliveira, M.S., R.D.Photographs © 2007 Patrick Tregenza and Renshin

Judy BunceAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced by any means

whatsoever without written permission from the publisher, except brief portions quoted for

purpose of review.Published byGibbs Smith, PublisherP.O. Box 667Layton, Utah 84041Orders:

1.800.835.4993Designed by Black Eye DesignPrinted and bound in ChinaLibrary of Congress

Cataloging-in-Publication DatOliveira, Karla.Tassajara cookbook : lunches, picnics &

appetizers / Karla Oliveira ; photographs by PatrickTregenza and Renshin Judy Bunce. — 1st

ed.p. cm.TX837.O45 2007 641.5’636—dc222007012378This book is dedicatedto my sons,

Colin and Jackson,for just being.contentsAcknowledgmentsForewordIntroductionDairy

SpreadsVegan SpreadsPâtés & LoavesTofu, Tempeh & Egg Salad Sandwich FillingsChutneys,

Sauces & SalsasMarinades for Tofu, Tempeh & VegetablesSalads, Dressings, Pickles &

RelishesDairy CookiesVegan Cookies & SweetsComposing Your Moveable

FeastacknowledgmentsI would like to thank David Zimmerman at Tassajara for his

encouragement, valuable input, and being there to help with this book whenever needed.To

Sonja Gardenswartz for seeing her live her practice as Tenzo with patience and openness and

for her faith in me to do this book.To the Guest Cooks and Bag Lunch Crew past, present and

future for their creativity over the years for making the Bag Lunch what it is today, and for

bringing their kitchen practice into our lives. I would specifically like to acknowledge David,

Anke, Mako, Kathy, Linda, Jana, Darcy, Raiwin, and the others who gave me input or left

valuable notes on the Bag Lunch.To Edward Espe Brown for his teachings, humor and

generous spirit.To my editor, Melissa Barlow, for her patience, insight and kindness. To Richard

Raymond for his kind support over the years. And to my sons, Colin and Jackson, for their help

in the kitchen and input with the recipes. And finally, to the San Francisco Zen Center for this

wonderful opportunity.I would also like to acknowledge some of the many cookbooks and

sources used as the creative backbone for these recipes by the Guest Cooks. There are

certainly more than I can list so please be assured, the Guest Cooks thank you. Some of the

books are: The Tassajara Recipe Book, Garden Feasts, Moosewood, The Tempeh Cookbook,

Vegetarian Cooking for Everyone, The Unplugged Cookbook, Chez Panisse Desserts, World of

the East, Vegetarian Appetizers, and The Garden of Vegan.forewordWhat’s for lunch? We all

need to eat. And we have lunch in various ways: bag lunch, cafeteria, diner, burger place, deli

or restaurant.What’s the occasion? Perhaps it’s everyday on-the-go fueling up. Maybe it’s just

food, something to get done and out of the way, or maybe it’s time for a break—a real respite

and time for nourishment and sustenance.During the Tassajara guest season, the Zen

meditation community opens its gates to visitors, and since there’s no radio, no TV, no movies,

a few newspapers perhaps a day or two old, there is not much to do except eat.Many of our

visitors appreciate the chance to take a vacation and enjoy time being idle: napping, reading a

book, having a cup of tea. Relaxing with a set menu, family-style breakfast and dinner,

Tassajara guests are presented with a choice for lunch: “Would you care to eat in the dining

room or make a bag lunch?”Of course, if you haven’t been to “Bag Lunch,” you haven’t a clue

to the incredible extravagance—the luscious display of breads, cheeses, spreads, sauces,

salsas, fruits, home-baked cookies, chips, guacamole, tomato slices, lettuces, nut butters, jams



and jellies.It’s a far cry from the first bag lunches made forty years ago when the kitchen made

them all the same: cheese sandwich, an apple or orange, some carrot or celery sticks, and a

cookie. But this turned out to be down right frustrating for would-be flavor connoisseurs.The

solution was simple. Put out a display of ingredients and let people activate their innate

capacity to make choices and improvise lunch. Now no two are the same!We can give thanks

to all those caring for and producing foods. And we can appreciate the hard work and

generosity of time and spirit that Karla Oliveira has put into this collection.We make choices

with our eating habits. We don’t have to do what we’ve always done. You can use this

cookbook and begin to savor your opportunities to eat. Bon Appetite.—Edward Espe

BrownBag Lunch SpreadintroductionThe Tassajara Zen Mountain Center, founded in the

1960s, is a year-round Buddhist monastery deep in the Ventana Wilderness near Carmel

Valley, California. Tassajara is owned by the San Francisco Zen Center, which also started

Green’s Restaurant, a very popular vegetarian restaurant (and cookbook) in the San Francisco

area. In order to support itself, Tassajara hosts guests and retreats from April to September,

offering beautiful and peaceful surroundings complete with hot springs, creek, Japanese bath

houses and wonderful food—often the primary reason people visit. And for the Tassajara

residents, the guest season abounds with Zen practice opportunities.In addition to offering

three delicious vegetarian meals a day, there is an option to take the Tassajara Bag Lunch. The

Bag Lunch allows guests the freedom to hike, go to the swimming pool, creek, or to just relax

in the garden. The Bag Lunch offers a gastronomical picnic feast along with a very beautiful

visual experience. Each day the Bag Lunch provides as many as twenty different colorful

spreads, several roasted vegetables, salads, marinated tofu, cheeses, fresh baked bread,

olives, pickles, chutneys and delicious desserts to name just a few.This book has been created

in response to Tassajara guests who have requested the Bag Lunch recipes over the years.

These recipes have been adapted from other cookbooks by the Guest Cooks and Bag Lunch

Crew at Tassajara. The Guest Cooks and Bag Lunch Crew are Zen residents and students

who usually have no formal cooking experience or training, but work in the kitchen as a very

important part of their Zen practice. The recipes are quite simple but they have been prepared

with great attention and care. This is what makes the food special. The Zen students bring their

zazen practice (meditation) into their work, taking the leap out of the conditioned small mind,

into the freedom and generosity of the mind that is accepting, fresh, and full of possibility. It is

the unfettered mind of a beginner, otherwise known as “Beginner’s Mind.” Cooking as a Zen

student is a way to practice generosity, patience, concentration, and thoughtful effort but in

Zen, not worrying about the outcome. Here is the paradox—the students have to be concerned

with the outcome of the food while not being concerned.So it being said that if the Zen

students cook with a Beginner’s Mind, then we all can. And as with any cookbook, the recipes

are meant as guidelines. One needs to taste for his or her own and decide as to whether or not

a recipe needs more of this or less of that or if it needs an ingredient at all. This is “owning our

own reality,” as Edward Brown says—cooking for what we want it to be, taking that leap of faith

in ourselves.The Bag Lunch is also a highly creative endeavor, and the Guest Cooks and Bag

Lunch Crew are given full creative license to use leftover beans and vegetables—anything left

from making the guest meals—to create unique, spur of the moment delicacies, as Edward

Brown calls it “The Tassajara Creative Catering Company.” This is important given the

remoteness of Tassajara, as well as a desire not to waste food. Cooking for the Bag Lunch is

also limited, as the ovens and stoves are often in use preparing the guest meals—so little

cooking is needed in these recipes.The food at Tassajara has remained relatively unchanged in

many ways since first opening, though it now reflects some of the current eating trends such as



more international offerings and exotic food combinations. Since the beginning, Tassajara’s

cuisine has been built using the same fundamentals as those at the San Francisco Zen

Center’s celebrated restaurant, Green’s. Tassajara also uses fresh, local organic fruits,

vegetables, and herbs whenever possible, high-quality oils and other staples, fresh-ground

herbs and spices, and homemade bread.The ingredients are an important and fundamental

part to fine food. Keep this in mind when preparing the recipes in this book. Given the

availability of modern conveniences such as canned organic beans, pitted olives, and soup

stock pastes, quality doesn’t have to be sacrificed to simplify preparation. But more importantly,

as Edward Brown says, “the best cooking does not depend on anything more special than the

willingness to do the work of putting yourself on the line, on the table. You get to know the

ingredients within and without, and how changeable they are, and put them together for

everyone to see and, even more revealing, to taste.”This book is a valuable resource for

picnics, snacks, appetizers, and “little plates.” You’ll find an array of finger foods that are easy to

put together when there is little time to cook a meal. Many of these recipes can be made in

advance as well. It is also a good resource for recipes to use when camping or when traveling.

It also provides many ideas for alternatives to those suffering fromallergies, be it dairy, wheat,

or soy, and for those desiring to eat fewer carbohydrates or animal products.As a nutritionist

writing this book, there needs to be a word about nutrition. The Tassajara Cookbook does

include recipes that use high-fat ingredients such as butter and cheeses. And there is always

the possibility of substituting some of the lower fat alternatives now available in stores. But

keep in mind that variety and moderation are the keys to a healthy diet, a well-known fact when

looking at the diets of other cultures such as those in Italy or Asia. Also, the vast majority of the

book contains very healthful recipes full of fiber found in the whole grains; essential fatty acids

found in the nuts, seeds, and olive oil, and vitamins and minerals found in the fresh organic

fruits and vegetables.I think Julia Child’s Diet Plan says it all: “Eat modestly, widely, don’t take

seconds, and enjoy yourself.”dairy spreadsOrange-Pecan Cream CheeseOrange-Pecan

Cream CheeseOrange zest and orange juice add just a touch of sweetness to this delicious

spread. Try it on toasted bagels for breakfast.½ cup pecans8 ounces cream cheese,

softenedjuice of 1 large orange1½ tablespoons grated orange peelToast and chop the pecans.

Blend remaining ingredients with a food processor or by hand; stir in pecans. Cover and chill

until ready to serve.MAKES 1½ CUPSVARIATION: This recipe can also be whipped until it’s

light and frothy and served as a dip with fresh fruit.Olive-Herb Cream CheeseOlives and fresh

herbs make a wonderful, earthy spread. Use it with roasted vegetables or crisp crackers.8

ounces cream cheese, softened2 tablespoons fresh herbs, chopped¼ teaspoon salt½ cup

olives, niçoise or other black olive, pittedBlend cream cheese, herbs, salt, and olives with a

food processor or by hand; cover and chill until ready to serve.MAKES 1½ CUPSLeek Cream

CheeseThis makes a very simple, yet elegant spread. Try filling baked mini puff pastry shells

for a gourmet treat.1 bunch leeks, chopped (white partsonly)1 tablespoon butter1 tablespoon

minced garlic½ cup white wine½ teaspoon each fresh tarragon, thyme,and oreganosalt and

pepper8 ounces cream cheese, softenedCut leeks, discarding the tough upper green parts and

then wash thoroughly. Saute in butter; when beginning to soften, add garlic, wine, and

seasonings. Allow the mixture to cool, and then stir into the cream cheese.MAKES 2

CUPSFeta-Ricotta Herb SpreadThis makes a fine spread to serve with crackers or bread along

with olives, some fresh-grilled vegetables or roasted peppers. Or, serve it along side Sun-Dried

Tomato Hummus (see Sun-Dried Tomato Hummus), Baba Ghanoush (see Baba Ghanoush),

fresh mint and pita bread to create a Mediterranean feast.1 cup ricotta cheese1 cup crumbled

feta cheese2 teaspoons olive oil¼ cup chopped parsley2 teaspoons fresh chives or scallions½



teaspoon dillMix all ingredients thoroughly by hand or in a food processor; cover and chill until

ready to serve.MAKES 2 CUPSVARIATION: This recipe can also be mixed with any or all of

the following ingredients, mixed with a little water, and shaped into a log: sun-dried tomatoes,

olives, fresh herbs (great with dill), or fresh mint.“When you wash the rice, wash the rice; when

you cut the carrots, cut the carrots; when you stir the soup, stir the soup.”—SHUNRYU SUZUKI

ROSHI’S ADVICE TO EDWARD BROWNTrois Fromage(Elanor’s Cheese Ball)This traditional

cheese ball recipe is anything but traditional—serve it as a cheese log covered with toasted

nuts or blend it and use it as a spread in a small attractive bowl. Serve with crackers, crudités,

or crostini.6 ounces cream cheese, softened cup crumbled blue cheese1 teaspoon

horseradish, or to taste1 clove garlic, crushed½ cup grated cheddar cheesechopped

parsleychopped nutsBlend one-third of the cream cheese and all of the blue cheese in a food

processor. Form this mixture into a log shape on a plate or platter. Next, combine another third

of the cream cheese with the horseradish and garlic. Spread this mixture over the first layer.

Blend the remaining cream cheese with the grated cheddar cheese. Spread this mixture over

the second layer. Garnish or decorate with chopped parsley or nuts. Instead of layering, you

can roll the cheese mixture into 2-inch balls and coat with black pepper, minced nuts or fresh

herbs. This is best if made a day ahead.Alternatively, all the ingredients can be combined and

blended in a food processor or by hand to make a creamy spread.MAKES 1 CUPArtichoke-

Walnut SpreadThis recipe is one of the most popular spreads offered at the Tassajara Bag

Lunch. Its rich, decadent flavor makes an excellent appetizer served with crostini.½ cup

toasted walnuts½ cup firm silken tofu (or ricotta cheese)12 artichoke hearts canned in water,

drained¼ cup olive oil½ cup grated Parmesan, asiago, or a mixture of asiago and provolone

cheese2 tablespoons minced fresh oregano, or other fresh herb2 cloves garlic, mincedcup

fresh lemon juice, or to tastesalt and pepperGrind the walnuts in a food processor until fine. If

using silken tofu, wrap in a towel and press with a heavy weight for 30 minutes before using.

Add the rest of ingredients and blend in the food processor or by hand until chunky but a

uniform mixture; cover and chill until ready to serve.MAKES 2 CUPSSweet Veggie

TapenadeThis is a wonderful medley of leeks, a colorful trio of bell peppers, and Parmesan

cheese. The flavors deepen as it sits.4 medium leeks, finely chopped (tender white parts only)1

red bell pepper, finely chopped1 yellow bell pepper, finely chopped1 green bell pepper, finely

chopped1 medium yellow onion, finely chopped1 small red onion, finely chopped2 tablespoons

olive oil2 tablespoons chopped parsley¼ cup grated Parmesan or Asiago cheese

(optional)pinch of chili flakessalt and pepperSaute leeks, bell peppers, and onions in olive oil

until tender. In a medium bowl, combine hot sauteed vegetables with remaining ingredients

while stirring to melt the cheese. Add salt and pepper to taste. Serve warm or cold.MAKES 4

CUPSGorgonzola SpreadBlue cheese and juicy red grapes make a stunning combination.

Serve this spread with crispy pita triangles, toasted party rye, or crispy garlic-flavored

breadsticks for dipping.½ cup crumbled Gorgonzola, Roquefort, or blue cheese4 ounces cream

cheese, softened½ cup ricotta cheese1 teaspoon dry mustard½ to 1 cup yogurt (depending on

desired consistency)Blend Gorgonzola, cream cheese, ricotta cheese, and dry mustard by

hand or in a food processor. Next, add enough yogurt to create a spreadable consistency.

Cover and chill until ready to serve.MAKES 2 CUPSFennel Mustard ButterServe this delicious,

fragrant butter as a spread on sandwiches or roasted fresh vegetables such as asparagus.1

tablespoon fennel seeds1 teaspoon chopped fresh rosemary½ cup butter, at room

temperature1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice2 teaspoons Dijon mustard1 clove garlic, mincedsalt

and pepperStir fennel seeds in a small skillet over medium heat until starting to brown, about 1

minute. Place in spice mill and grind to a coarse powder; transfer to a small bowl. Add



remaining ingredients to bowl and stir to blend. Season with salt and pepper; cover and chill.

This can be made 2 days ahead.MAKES ½ CUPArtichoke FrittataThis frittata may be just the

recipe for those looking for a high-protein sandwich filling. Just cut into thin slices, top with

fresh vegetables, and place on hearty whole-grain bread. This frittata would also be great as a

picnic item, with a pile of pickled red onion rings on the side. Using fresh artichokes when in

season are delicious but water-packed work just as well.3 large artichokesjuice of 1 large

lemon3 to 5 tablespoons virgin olive oil, divided1 large clove garlic, sliced salt15 peppercorns,

coarsely ground in a mortar½ cup finely chopped parsley, divided6 to 8 eggs, lightly beaten½

cup coarsely grated Romano cheesePreheat oven to 350 degrees F. If using fresh artichokes,

break off the outer leaves and then cut off the top two-thirds of the greens. Trim the outsides,

cut the artichokes into quarters, and immediately put them in a bowl with cold water to cover;

add the lemon juice. Keep the artichokes in the lemon water until finished slicing to prevent

browning. Remove the choke from each piece with a knife. Thinly slice each artichoke quarter

into 3 or 4 pieces and return them to the water. Just before cooking, remove the pieces from

the water and blot them dry with a towel. If using water-packed artichokes, simply rinse in a

colander and slice into quarters.Heat 2 tablespoons olive oil in an 8-inch frying pan with garlic.

When the garlic colors, remove it and then add the artichoke quarters. Give the pan a shake

right away to coat the pieces with oil, season with salt and pepper and then add about 2

tablespoons parsley. Saute until the artichokes are browned and thoroughly cooked.Beat the

eggs, season them lightly with salt, and add the remaining parsley, cheese, and cooked

artichokes. Oil an 8 x 8-inch baking pan and then pour in the mixture. Bake for about 20

minutes, or until set and slightly browned. Cool thoroughly then slice and serve.MAKES 1 (8 x

8-INCH) PANvegan spreads“Zen is not some kind of excitement, but concentration on our

usual everyday routine.”—SHUNRYU SUZUKI ROSHIBaba GhanoushThe roasted eggplant

gives this spread its sultry and rich flavor. Serve with lavosh or inside fresh pita bread with a

bowl of pungent olives.1 medium eggplant2 cloves garlic, minced¼ cup fresh lemon juice¼ cup

sesame tahini½ teaspoon saltblack peppercayennepinch of cardamom (optional)1 tablespoon

olive oil1 tablespoon chopped parsleyScoop out the eggplant pulp and discard the skin. Place

the pulp, garlic, lemon juice, tahini, salt, pepper, cayenne, and cardamom, if using, in a food

processor; puree until smooth and then adjust seasonings. To serve, make a trough in the

center of the dip and spoon the olive oil into it. Sprinkle with parsley.
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B.J., “Lovely book but no nutrition information for the recipes.. As a diabetic, and also probably

important to people counting calories or carbs, the fact that nutrition information for the recipes

is missing is discouraging. I think more people could be brought on board to vegetarianism if

this type of information was made available. I love the book but gave it 4 stars instead of 5

because of the missing information.”

Sustainable Global Foodie, “Healthy Quick Yummy for delightful breaks in fast-paced lives. I

started reading the Tassjara cookbooks after reading a review on another resource book. I did

not expect to like this book. It is written by the bag lunch deli which caters to Tassajara

visitors. However, I liked it better than the Complete Tassajara Cookbook!I am not vegan or

vegetarian. But, who among us has not enjoyed hummus or roasted vegetables. This book is

full of various spreads for crackers or sandwiches. Lots of vegetarian or vegan tapas. Cookies

divided by vegetarian, and then vegan. Lush healthy food, well maybe not the cookies, with

lush photos. This is an eye-candy book. It is one of those books that inspires one to live a

beautiful life, and a convenient, yummy one too.”

Reviewer, “Great recipes, quality cookbook, nicely written, nice pictures. Gift quality cookbook

or great addition to a cookbook collection. Well written and illustrated with nice photos and

great easy to make recipes.”

catwrangler, “Yummy recipes. Take Tassajara lunches home with you.. I've been wanting this

book for a while. Great photos and great recipes from San Francisco Zen Center's Tassajara.

Their lunches have always been the best and here are the recipes in a beautifully bound book.”

Karla Oliveira, M.S., R. D. N., “Great vegan and vegetarian recipes!. Beautiful book with

stunning pictures. Great vegan and vegetarian recipes.”

D. Farrow, “Great Cookbook. So far we have made five recipes, and they were all very good,

some even outstanding.Please do read the introduction. It provides an understanding to the

way this book is to be taken. Perhaps some of the reviers here may wish to re-read it?That

said, there are a few editing issues, and this is not for the beginner cook.Although not Vegan, it

would seems that most, if not all, of  the recipes can be made so.This is a beautiful book.”

Angela Vendetti, “Great & tasty food. I bought this one as a gift for some family members who

loved some of the food I made from this book. I am not vegetarian or vegan, but do like to find



healthy, flavorful vegetable recipes. That is what this book offers. If you like to serve starters,

there are some wonderful options here for dips and spreads, plus so much more. Definitely a

winner in my kitchen library.”

Moonstone, “Easy, delicious and great for vegans. This cookbook was recommended to me by

a dear friend who, like me, has a keen appreciation for food and also time constraints. The

recipes are easy to make but thoroughly delicious. I have many food allergies and the recipes

adapt well. This one is a must for anyone looking for easy and delicious vegan cookies, yummy

appetizers and interesting condiments and chutneys.”

The book by Karla Oliveira has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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MARINADES FOR TOFU, TEMPEH & VEGETABLES SALADS, DRESSINGS, PICKLES &

RELISHES DAIRY COOKIES VEGAN COOKIES & SWEETS COMPOSING YOUR

MOVEABLE FEAST
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